I
n 1998 a paper by Wakefield et al hypothesised a link between measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine and autism. 1 The postulated causal association attracted considerable media attention, which has continued despite subsequent studies showing no evidence of an association. 2 One of the negative studies was a population based study performed in mid-1998 in eight health districts in northeast London, which included 427 children with core or atypical autism. 3 This study found no evidence of a significantly increased relative incidence (RI) of onset of regression or first parental concern in various time periods from two to 12 months after MMR immunisation, with the single exception of onset of parental concern within six months of MMR, possibly attributed to the large number of analyses performed.
In 2000 the study was repeated in five of the original eight health districts with the aim of updating prevalence estimates 4 and assessing the association between regression, bowel symptoms, and MMR immunisation in autistic children. 5 The new study also provided an opportunity to examine the effect of knowledge of the putative autism-MMR causal association on parents' perception of the temporal relation between immunisation and onset of symptoms, particularly regression, which has been claimed as a prime feature of vaccine associated cases. 5 
METHODS
While the data collected in the earlier study conducted in 1998 3 are unlikely to have been greatly influenced by the putative MMR-autism association, the data for the newly diagnosed cases in the study conducted in 2000 had the potential for parental recall bias concerning the age at onset of symptoms, particularly for those in whom regression was reported. The potential for this bias arises because details of symptom onset are usually recorded retrospectively at the time of autism diagnosis. In order to investigate whether this had occurred we compared RI estimates for children likely to have been diagnosed before and after the MMR-autism publicity. Since cases notes for children diagnosed up to 1998 (pre-hypothesis) could have been changed or updated subsequently, the data collected in 1998 for the five districts included in the 2000 study were used for the pre-hypothesis RI estimates. The study period for this cohort was from 1979 to the end of 1997. The post-hypothesis data set used information collected in the 2000 study and was restricted to those born from January 1995. This date was used because no child born from 1995 onwards had a diagnosis before 1997 and most had diagnoses between 1998 and 2000.
The self controlled case series method 6 uses conditional Poisson regression to enable estimation of the RI using only cases by comparison of the frequency of events within and outside specified post-immunisation risk periods. In these analyses the risk periods for autism onset considered were within 2, 4, 6, and 12 months of MMR. Age was adjusted for by stratification into one month groups. In the first analysis, cases were restricted to the subset of children with core or atypical autism in whom parents reported developmental regression, with onset defined as the age at which regressive symptoms were reported to have occurred. In the second analysis, all core and atypical autism cases were included and onset was defined as the age at first parental concern, irrespective of whether regression was reported. Only cases with age at regression or age at parental concern under 50 months were included. This age restriction resulted in the exclusion of four cases. Since no onsets occurred after a second MMR dose the RI was only estimated for the first MMR dose.
RESULTS
From the 1998 study, 86 cases with an age at regression from 0 to 50 months and 285 cases with an age at parental concern from 0 to 50 months were identified in the five districts. From the 2000 study in children born from January 1995, 26 cases had an age at regression from 0 to 50 months and 95 cases had an age at parental concern from 0 to 50 months. Table 1 shows the RI estimates for regression onset within 2, 4, 6, and 12 months of MMR for the two studies. The RI estimates in the 2000 study were greater than those in the 1998 study, although the confidence intervals were fairly wide and differences between estimates in the studies were not significant. None of the RI estimates in either study were significantly greater than one. Table 2 shows the RI estimates for onset according to first parental concern within 2, 4, 6, and 12 months of MMR for the two studies. The RI estimates for the 2000 study were similar to those in the 1998 study. The <6 month analysis for the five districts analysed from the 1998 study showed a significantly raised RI, similar to that previously reported for eight districts in the earlier study. 3 
DISCUSSION
The results of this study are consistent with the existence of parental recall bias when reporting the onset of regression in relation to MMR immunisation in children with autism. Although the direction of the bias is as expected, the number of cases in the 2000 study with regression and born since 1995 was small, and the differences compared with the 1998 study were not significant. No evidence of bias was seen for reported age at first parental concern, consistent with the emphasis of the MMR-autism hypothesis on the subset of children in whom parents report developmental regression. The raised RI seen in the 1998 study in the <6 month period for first parental concern was not seen in the 2000 data. This suggests that the 1998 result was a chance finding because of the number of post-immunisation periods examined in the study.
The potential for bias needs to be considered in any study reliant on clinical histories obtained after a hypothesis has been publicised. This may be in the form of recall bias or biased reporting of cases fitting the hypothesis and may lead to false conclusions. Although the difference in RI estimates pre and post the hypothesis was not significant, this paper highlights the possibility that such a bias could affect future studies. Table 2 Relative incidence of timing of first parental concern in relation to MMR immunisation in children with childhood and atypical autism
